“Europe was
created by
history.”
Last summer, I made my first international trip via an independent study/study aboard
opportunity. I traveled to Dubrovnik, Croatia to participate in a Postgraduate Course of
Victimology, Victim Assistance, and Criminal Justice at the Inter-University Center for
Advanced Studies. Prior to attending, I had little to no idea what to expect of this course. It
turns out that this course was pivotal to advancing my career, but also instilling in me a near
obsessive love of travel. I have been working towards my PhD since I graduated high school
in 2007. It is a personal goal and mission of mine. And while I am very pleased with my
progress (I will graduate with my doctorate this year), I have postponed traveling during my
educational efforts. I thought it was the right thing to do, push through the long hours and
hyper-focus on studying, rather than spare time for traveling. However, my trip last summer
showed me the power that travel has. My traveling rejuvenated me, motivated me, inspired
me, and, most importantly, shifted my priorities. I acquired first-hand knowledge of the
importance of regular travel. As a sociologist, I read about different cultures and tried to
understand them, but there is something more powerful about actually experiencing them.
During the course, we also took tours to learn about
Croatia’s unique history. Croatia’s beauty has been
famously known for centuries, inspiring English poet Lord
Byron to describe Dubrovnik as the “pearl of the Adriatic.”
I must say touring the fortress walls of Dubrovnik and
overlooking the sea brought tears to my eyes. Life slowed
down, I just sat quietly, mesmerized by the never-ending
beautiful blue sea. Croatia has highest number of UNESCO Intangible Goods of any
European country. Dubrovnik is now famously known for hosting
film locations of movies and television shows, such as Game of
Thrones. As a huge Game of Thrones fan, I geeked out because I
actually spent my 30th birthday watching the GoT series finale in
King’s Landing itself!
Not only did I learn more about my academic field, but also I basked
in the Croatian sun on their gorgeous beaches, ate oysters straight
from the sea, and danced to traditional music at their yearly festival.
We also briefly traveled to Montenegro and Bosnia and
Herzegovina. While in Dubrovnik, I rented a private room in a
local’s house. I discovered this is a major source of income for residents of Croatia. The
locals dislike the growing hotel and cruise industry because it takes away from their ability to
earn income. The woman who owned the house I rented from was elderly and only spoke
Croatian. I booked and paid through online means, but relied on all body language and
signaling to communicate with the host. Every morning, my host would provide me with
coffee and biscuits. When it rained, she gave me an umbrella. Despite the language barrier,
her gestures made me feel like her granddaughter, someone she protected and watched over.
At times, I attempted to use Google translate to communicate with her, but there was
something so genuine about our interaction without translation. We relied on trying to
understand each other, something I think we take for granted in daily conversations. I think
we hear each other, but we don’t listen to each other. So instead of trying to be heard, I just
observed: I observed the people, the mannerisms, and the culture.

I was so inspired by the course in Croatia, that I
extended my trip and traveled to three other European
countries. I took a flight from Dubrovnik to Roma,
Italy. I toured the Colosseum, Roman Forum, and the
Vatican. I thought I knew a great deal about Roman
history, but after my tours I realized primary school
readings and Hollywood movies seemed to only offer
a glimpse into this colossally influential empire.
Following Roma, I traveled by train to the Tuscany
region, where I took tours learning more about Florence. Despite the common language,
because Italy is broken up into regions, each region boasts it’s own unique history and
culture. From Tuscany I traveled to Venice. After Venice I took an impromptu flight to
London, UK. While in London I made another
impulsive decision to visit
Buckingham Palace. While
there, I just so happened to
stumble upon the “Changing
of the Guard” ceremony with
the Royals. For my last stop, I
went to Paris. I soon as I
arrived, I went to explore the
Eiffel Tower. There is an elevator option, but I chose to climb all
1,710 steps to the top. This was so I could revel in Paris’ beauty. I
stayed at the top of the tower for nearly two hours, watching the
sunset across Paris. I have adored Parisian films, fashion and culture
ever since I was a little kid; to experience it in person was really life changing for me. After
my return home, I added, “visiting all European capitals” to my bucket list.
As such, it is my goal to return to the course in Dubrovnik, Croatia in May 2020. I was
invited back by the course director to present my dissertation research findings. This is a huge
honor because representatives and academics from all over the world will be there to witness
my presentation. After the course, I plan on visiting the European capitals: 1) Budapest,
Hungary, 2) Vienna, Austria, 3) Prague, Czech Republic, 4) Berlin, Germany, and 5)
Amsterdam, Netherlands.
On my returning trip I plan on renting from locals again during my travels, staying in hostels,
or private rooms. I want to live like a local, wining and dining with them, laughing with them,
conversing with them, taking in as many experiences as I can. I want to return to Europe and
visit more capitals so I can learn more about European history and current social practices.
Part of the reason I chose Europe is because they lead the way in crime deterrence and
victimology policy implementation. As a criminologist, I want to learn more about their
efforts so I make take some of this knowledge back with me to the states. For example, last
year I learned about “algorithmic victimology.” This methodology utilizes Big Data as a
predictive tool to guide criminal justice and victim service decisions. This was a fascinating
concept that I was unaware of prior to my travels. I want to visit capitals specifically because
they serve as a mecca for culture and politics. I want to continue learning, as much as I can,
and as often as I can, from others. I frequently save quotes related to travel inspiration and
one says, “go where you feel most alive.” Receiving the Globetrotter Grant will enable me to
continue checking off European capitals off my bucket list and live out that quote. Thank you
for this opportunity and your consideration of my application.

Tentative Itinerary:
	
  
May 17, 2020: Depart from Houston, TX for Dubrovnik, Croatia
May 18 - 30, 2020: 36th Course on Victimology, Victim Assistance and Criminal Justice,
in Dubrovnik, Croatia, hosted at the Inter-University Center for Advanced Studies. I will
give a lecture/presentation over my dissertation research, on behalf of Texas A&M
University. Serves as independent travel (not study abroad).
May 30, 2020: Study abroad ends and travel to European capital cities I didn’t get to see
last year begins!
May 31-June 3, 2020: Budapest, Hungary
-May 31: Fly from Dubrovnik to Budapest
-June 1: Walk the Danube river. Visit the Hungarian Parliament buildings.
-June 2: Visit Budapest’s iconic thermal baths.
June 3-5, 2020: Vienna, Austria
-June 3: Take direct train from Budapest to Vienna (2 hours)
-June 4: Walk the gardens of Vienna's most famous palaces.
-June 5: See a traditional European opera
June 6-8, 2020: Prague, Czech Republic
-June 6: Take Austrian RailJet train from Vienna to Prague (4 hours)
-June 7: Explore the Old Town Square and visit Prague’s famous astronomical clock.
-June 8: Walk across the Charles Bridge and continue on to the castle and St. Vitus
Cathedral/Prague Castle
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June 9-11, 2020: Berlin, Germany
-June 9: Take direct EuroCity train from Prague to Berlin (4 hours)
-June 10: Tour the Berlin Wall, Brandenburg Gate, etc.
-June 11: Tour with German friends I met last year
June 12-14, 2020: Amsterdam, Netherlands
-June 12: Take direct IC train from Berlin to Amsterdam (6 hours)
-June 13: Museum Square, Van Gogh Museum & Tour Anne Frank House
-June 14: Tour the Dutch architecture and canals
June 15, 2020: Fly home to Houston, TX

Itemized Budget:
Item
Airfare
Eurorail Pass
Housing
Food
Entertainment/Tours/Museums
Extra Costs/Emergencies
Total Cost
Personal Savings
Total Need

Cost
$1000
$501 (15 days)
$750 (hostels 15 days x $50 per night)
$300 (15 days x $20 per day)
$250
$250
$3,051
-$1000
$2,051

The world is beautiful and we should see as much of it as we can, while we
have the chance. We should seek adventure constantly! These are my goals.
Thank you for providing an opportunity for Texas A&M students to do so!

Toss a coi n over you r left
shoul der to guaran tee a
retu rn tri p to Rom e.

